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I'm proud of  

my fishery

so from now  

on we're gonna  

face up to the  

bycatch  

problem

you're not just  

catching tuna,  

you're using  

your brain as  

well

what? 

what do  

you mean  

by that?

nothing,  

nothing

hey Pop--tonight  

let's put our heads  

together on ideas  

for a new tactic 

OK son, I'll give it  

my best shot

Let me  

clear these  

dishes and  

come and  

help you.

GGT advocates the continued use of natural resources.   
Please support our efforts by becoming a member of GGT.

In pace with the current global conservation movement, GGT advocates, through resource 

management activities and surveys, protecting but rationally utilizing natural living

resources within the limits of their regenerative boundaries so as to support human needs. 

Membership fees are being used to fund these activities. Please consider becoming a 

supporter of GGT. During the membership period, members will receive our newsletter, 

and special introductions to GGT forums, international meetings and symposia. 

A one year full individual membership is 10,000 yen. 
A one year full corporate membership is 100,000 yen.

GLOBAL GUARDIAN TRUST
Enquires or applications should be sent to: 

Atago Mark Bldg. 5/F, 3-25-47  
Nishi-shimbashi, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105-0003 

 Tel . 03-3459-5447 Fax. 03-3459-5449
URL: http://www006.upp.so-net.ne.jp/GGT/

Membership

Albatrosses and shearwaters can be distinguished by the position of the nostril.

There is a cylindrical nasal tube on  
both sides of the upper beak.

There is a cylindrical nasal tube  
on the top of the upper beak

There is only a small hole on  
either side of the upper beak

Classification Methods for Albatrosses and  
Tubenoses

Albatross species 

Shearwater species

other seabird species

short-tailed albatross 
black-footed albatross 
Laysan albatross 
etc 

streaked shearwater 
northern fulmar 
storm petrel species 
etc. 

common gull 
brown booby 
etc 

I'm homẽ

Pop!!

Welcome  

back,  

dear

You've been  

gone for 6  

months

How have  

you been,  

son?

I'll get  

dinner ready  

right away

As usual,  

this fish  

that  

Pop brought  

back is  

great!!

Did you  

catch a lot of  

tuna this time  

too?

bluefin tuna southern bluefin tuna albacore tuna  bigeye tuna yellowfin tuna

bluefin and southern blue tuna spawning grounds
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■The distribution of the major tuna species
Because tuna are distributed worldwide, international / regional management  
is required.
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there's  

something  

I've got to  

think  

about.

Um...well,  

I caught  

a lot of  

tuna but

What's  

that?

Well,  
actually,

I was really  

troubled  

by the bird  

 catch

What's  

he talking  

about?

Maybe  

he's just a  

bit spaced  

out?

Spaced out?!   
What's wrong  
with you? 
 

Well, what is  

it then? 

 

You mean  

"bird catch"?

How were  

you guys  

catching  

tuna?

Don't you  

know that  

son?

Stop being  

so foolish!

Its longline,  

not  

strongline!!

Um,  
yeah.... 
that's it

Long,  

yeah,  

longline

Well, um,  

what is it  

actually?

Huh?

glug
,  

glug

Longlines are long ropes with lots of smaller ropes and fish 

hooks hung off them.  Its used as a way of catching fish under 

the sea surface. 

Its really kind of like an 

underwater game of trying 

to eat an apple hanging 

off a string.

Oh,  

right.... 

OK...

Strong  

line!!
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Longlines were  

invented  

by Japan

They don't catch  

too many fish and they  

don't pollute the ocean  

so they're worldwide  

believed to be the  

best fishing  

method for  

the environment.

Gosh,  

best in  

the world,  

cool...

Whatever!!

What was  

that for?

There we were  

in the middle  

of a bunch of  

albatrosses and  

ended up  

hooking them

Alba...

Al....

When I'm fishing  

in the Southern  

Ocean or the  

North Pacific,  

its really becoming  

a problem

Albatross  

hang out  

at the sea surface  

eating dead fish  

and fish eggs

uh-huh in other  
words,

when boats at  
sea put out baited  
hooks or dump fish  
waste its like a  
kind of feast for  
them

they're flying around the boat eating the baited hooks  

like it's food and the hooks get stuck inside the albatross

I get it,  

so that is  

why you're  

catching  

birds 

 

its called  

"incidental 

 catch"

right now  

its big  

problem  

worldwide

but birds are  

like fish, so its  

probably OK to  

catch a lot of  

them, right?

Bam
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Fishermen

There are 14 species of  

albatross in the world

And among  

these some  

species' numbers  

are decreasing

So its  

necessary to  

protect those  

species 

 

oh, right...

In other words,  
worldwide,  
we've said  
we're going to  
work together  
to protect the  
albatross

uh-huh

this is  

what I was  

getting at  

from the  

beginning!

but, is there an  

easy way to  

protect them?

well, the Japan  

Fisheries Agency,  

research institutes,  

universities and  

we fishermen 

are researching  

ways of avoiding  

incidental catch.

so that they  

don't try to  

eat the baited  

 hooks

when albatrosses  

come near the boat  

and they're in that  

danger zone, we're  

coming up with  

tactics

tactics?

Univercities

Japan Fishery Agency

research 
institutes

Ya..
Ya..

Also, Japan has established the Ecologically-Related Species 
Working Group (ERSWG) under the Commission for the 
Conservation of Southern Bluefin Tuna (CCSBT) and worldwide 
under the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)'s International 
Plan of Action (IPOA) it was decided that each country should 
establish a National Plan of Action.

・
・
・
・
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traditional -type of fishing vessel

fishing vessel using a "tori pole"

thawed bait

frozen bait floats 

well,  

one is called  

the tori pole

we attach a long pole to the stern of  
the boat, and attached to that is a towed rope with  
a lot of bird scaring tapes that flutter in the wind 

its a method to keep the birds from coming near the bait

albatrosses  

have a wing span  

of over 2 meters  

so they're really  

big birds

they're not good  

at making small  

movements or  

staying stationary  

in the air

they can't fly in  

low and take  

the bait

so they don't  

get hooked

so when  

we have the  

"tori pole"

this tactic  

can reduce  

bird catch  

to one third  

of normal

so much!?   

super! 

 

but there  

is a weak  

point to  

this tactic

we have to use our own  

ideas suited to the  

exact place and time  

to get the desired  

result

when we cast the  

bait, the rope and  

the bird scaring tapes  

need to be right over  

it so the birds would  

have to manueuver

so, we must change  

the bird scaring tapes  

according to the  

length of the "tori pole"  

and the wind direction

gosh, that's tough
isn't there an  

easier way? 

 

Oh!
there's also our  

method of getting  

the bait to sink  

faster by  

thawing it 

 

plo
nk

plink

ack!

so clum
sy

bwhoosh 
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And then also,  

albatrosses  

are not good  

at diving

The deepest they  

would dive is about  

5 meters, and so  

the faster the bait  

sinks past this depth,  

the less the chance  

the albatross can  

grab it.

Albatross have very good eyesight

so we also have a method of dyeing bait a  

blue color so they can't see it

becomes blue

that method is  

quite effective

actually, it makes  

the bird catch nearly  

zero

but there's a  

downside in  

terms of the  

handling  

costs being  

higher

but although  

this method  

is effective

and we have lots of fish to color so it  

costs us money

it takes us a week in the workshop  

with 6 people to do the coloring

so that  

method isn't  

perfect  

either, is it?

and if  

the albatross  

is hooked  

what can  

you do  

about it?

wellif the bird is still  

alive we try to  

carefully remove  

the hook

check the bird's condition on deck

At such times, "dead" must be recorded  
on the bycatch survey form

if it has recovered then release it over the sea

clean off as much water and dirt  
from the bird as possible

if it hasn't recovered then discard it  
to the sea

Real
ly?

wher
e is 

it

I'm 
goo

d!
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It seems like  

protecting  

the albatross  

is a lot of work

but the  

problem is  

not just  

albatross at  

the surface

there's  

something  

else?!

there's also  

a problem in  

the sea  

as well

besides tuna  

we also catch  

sharks

because  

sharks are  

a lot less  

valuable  

than tuna

there are  

a lot of boats  

that just  

throw them  

away

but a whole shark has lots of different practical uses

fish meat products like sashimi, surimi and fish cake

cartilage for medicinal usecartilage for medicinal use

teeth for accessories

fins for soup

internal organs for  
health and beauty  
products

skin for briefcases and belts

isn't it a waste to throw  

all those sharks away? 

 

maybe

then is it  

necessary to  

use some  

kind of tactic  

for sharks  

too?

nope, we're not  

really catching  

that many of  

them

we're not likely  

to drive them  

to extinction  

any time soon

really?   

that's good

there's one  

shark that's  

really abundant  

called "blue shark"

there are a few  

sharks like these  

that are so  

abundant that  

we end up  

catching a lot of  

them

wahhh
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well, they are  

not going extinct  

are they?

all the same,  

do you think  

we can just  

stand back and  

do nothing?

there's no point in  

trying to manage  

sharks after the  

population has already  

crashed

it's important they  

we keep track of  

how much of certain  

species are caught

that's true

… 

sharks are part  

of the ocean.   

We can't avoid  

catching them.

so, from now on  

we've got to manage  

 shark resources

what a pain!

isn't Pop a  

tuna fishermen?   

but he's got to  

pay attention to  

albatross... 

and sharks... 

 

of course  

its a pain

but

problems  

associated with  

fishing are a  

part of the work
we can't just  

ignore them

ba
ng

what are  

you saying?
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I'm proud of  

my fishery

so from now  

on we're gonna  

face up to the  

bycatch  

problem

you're not just  

catching tuna,  

you're using  

your brain as  

well

what? 

what do  

you mean  

by that?

nothing,  

nothing

hey Pop--tonight  

let's put our heads  

together on ideas  

for a new tactic 

 

OK son, I'll give it  

my best shot

Let me  

clear these  

dishes and  

come and  

help you.
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Please support our efforts by becoming a member of GGT.

In pace with the current global conservation movement, GGT advocates, through resource 

management activities and surveys, protecting but rationally utilizing natural living 

resources within the limits of their regenerative boundaries so as to support human needs.  
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black-footed albatross 
Laysan albatross 
etc 
 

streaked shearwater 
northern fulmar 
storm petrel species 
etc. 
 

common gull 
brown booby 
etc 
 



I'm proud of  

my fishery

so from now  

on we're gonna  

face up to the  

bycatch  

problem

you're not just  

catching tuna,  

you're using  

your brain as  

well

what? 

what do  

you mean  

by that?

nothing,  

nothing

hey Pop--tonight  

let's put our heads  

together on ideas  

for a new tactic 

OK son, I'll give it  

my best shot

Let me  

clear these  

dishes and  

come and  

help you.

Albatrosses and shearwaters can be distinguished by the position of the nostril.

There is a cylindrical nasal tube on  
both sides of the upper beak.

There is a cylindrical nasal tube  
on the top of the upper beak

There is only a small hole on  
either side of the upper beak

Classification Methods for Albatrosses and  
Tubenoses

Albatross species 
 

Shearwater species

other seabird species

short-tailed albatross 
black-footed albatross 
Laysan albatross 
etc 

streaked shearwater 
northern fulmar 
storm petrel species 
etc. 

common gull 
brown booby 
etc 

I'm homẽ

Pop!!

Welcome  

back,  

dear

You've been  

gone for 6  

months

How have  

you been,  

son?

I'll get  

dinner ready  

right away

As usual,  

this fish  

that  

Pop brought  

back is  

great!!

Did you  

catch a lot of  

tuna this time  

too?

bluefin tuna southern bluefin tuna albacore tuna  bigeye tuna yellowfin tuna

bluefin and southern blue tuna spawning grounds
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■The distribution of the major tuna species
Because tuna are distributed worldwide, international / regional management  
is required.
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